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Expandable habitat technology may offer some strategic benefits for human space 

exploration applications. These benefits include low launch mass and volume to habitable 

volume ratios, radiation shielding options, micrometeoroid orbital debris protection, thermal 

protection and mission cost reduction. To demonstrate the unique capabilities associated with 

expandable habitats, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) partnered 

with Bigelow Aerospace to develop the Bigelow Expandable Activity Module (BEAM). The 

BEAM was launched on the eighth SpaceX Commercial Resupply Service Mission (CRS-8) 

and was berthed to the Node 3, aft port, of the International Space Station (ISS) on April 16, 

2016. The BEAM is instrumented to collect radiation, vibration and temperature data via an 

array of sensors. This study summarizes the on-orbit thermal performance of the BEAM and 

also provides comparison of the collected data to thermal analysis. Conclusions, lessons 

learned and future work are discussed.  

Nomenclature 

α = Albedo 

BA =  Bigelow Aerospace 

BEAM = Bigelow Expandable Activity Module 

β = Beta Angle (°) 

CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics 

DDS =  Dynamic Deployment Sensors 

DIDS = Distributed Impact Detection System 

DPA = Debris Protection Assembly 

FRGF = Flight-Releasable Grapple Fixture 

FSE = Flight Support Equipment 

GMT = Greenwich Mean Time (day) 

IMV = Intra-Module Ventilation 

ISS = International Space Station 

LEO = Low Earth Orbit 

MLI = Multi-Layer Insulation 

NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

OLR = Outgoing Long-Wave Radiation (W m-2) 

PCBM = Passive Common Berthing Mechanism 

PTRRJ = Port Thermal Radiator Rotating Joint 

RAM = Radiation Area Monitor 

REM = Radiation Environment Monitor 

RTD = Resistance Temperature Detector 

δ = Solar constant (W m-2) 

T = Temperature (°C) 

TD = Thermal Desktop 

WTS = Wireless Temperature Sensors 

YPR =  Yaw, Pitch, Roll 
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I.  Introduction 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has a vision to pioneer human space exploration 

beyond low Earth orbit (LEO) with a goal of sending humans to Mars by the 2030s. Mission success is dependent on 

development of innovative technologies which address the unique challenges associated with long duration human 

space flight. Providing astronauts with adequate habitable volume is a substantial challenge, which may be addressed 

with expandable habitat technology. Expandable habitats may offer some strategic benefits for space applications, 

which include the following: (i) low launch mass, (ii) volume to habitable volume ratios, (iii) radiation shielding 

options, (iv) micrometeoroid orbital debris protection, (v) thermal protection and (vi) opportunity for mission cost 

reduction 1-3. NASA recently partnered with Bigelow Aerospace (BA) to develop the Bigelow Expandable Activity 

Module (BEAM) to demonstrate expandable habitat capabilities in space environments 4,5. The BEAM is contracted 

for a two-year mission installed on the International Space Station (ISS) Node 3 aft port. In the stowed configuration 

(i.e. the packed configuration), the BEAM is 2.2 m in length and 2.4 m in diameter (Figure 1a). Once deployed (i.e. 

the expanded configuration), the BEAM is 4.0 m in length, 3.2 m in diameter and provides an internal volume of 16.0 

m3 (Figure 1b) 4,5. The primary structural components of the BEAM are outlined with Figure 2. The performance of 

the BEAM is characterized with Dynamic Deployment Sensors (DDS), Radiation Environment Monitor (REM) 

sensors, Radiation Area Monitor (RAM) sensors, Distributed Impact Detection System (DIDS) sensors and Wireless 

Thermal Sensors (WTS). The data collected during the two-year mission and the results of the supporting analyses 

provide valuable input for determining the feasibility of utilizing expandable technology for long duration human 

space flight.  

The packed BEAM was launched in the unpressurized cargo section of the SpaceX Dragon vehicle as part of the 

eighth SpaceX Commercial Resupply Service Mission (CRS-8) to the ISS on April 8, 2016 (GMT day 99). The 

expandable habitat was mounted to the Dragon cargo rack via flight support equipment (FSE) trunnion as indicated 

in Figure 2. The Dragon was berthed to the Node 2 (N2) nadir port of the ISS on April 10, 2016 (GMT day 101). The 

BEAM remained in the Dragon trunk until it was robotically extracted by the ISS Canadarm2 and berthed to the Node 

3 aft port of the ISS on April 18, 2016 (GMT day 109).The BEAM was outfitted with a Passive Common Berthing 

Mechanism (PCBM) which mates with the Node 3 aft port Active Common Berthing Mechanism (ACBM). The 

vestibule (i.e. the volume between the ISS hatch and the BEAM forward bulkhead) remained unpressurized until the 

ISS crew were available to conduct the BEAM activation process. Until that time, the BEAM could remain in the 

packed configuration indefinitely, if required. Initial vestibule pressurization, ingress and outfitting with BEAM 

deployment hardware occurred on 05/25/2016 (GMT day 146). Expansion activities commenced on 05/26/2016 (GMT 

day 147) and were completed on 05/28/2016 (GMT day 149). An extended leak check immediately followed to ensure 

that the BEAM was safe for entry. During the extended leak check, the pressurized vestibule was outfitted with intra-

module ventilation (IMV) jumpers between the Node 3 aft bulkhead and the BEAM forward bulkhead. The Node 3 

aft IMV fan provides the BEAM with an airflow rate of 3.4 m3 min-1 (120 ft3 min-1). All remaining vestibule outfitting 

activities were completed by 06/03/2016 (GMT day 155). After completion of the extended leak check, the first crew 

ingress of the BEAM occurred on 06/06/2016 (GMT day 158). During the first ingress, the BEAM IMV duct was 

installed, IMV flow was enabled and the DDS data was collected; the DDS characterized the dynamic motion of the 

BEAM throughout the prior expansion activities. The RAM sensors, REM sensors, DIDS sensors and WTS were 

installed by the ISS crew throughout 06/07/2016 (GMT day 159) and 06/08/2016 (GMT day 160); the BEAM achieved 

a fully operational status upon completion of these activities.  

 
Figure 1. Images depicting (a) BEAM in packed configuration and (b) BEAM in expanded configuration. 
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This study summarizes the available 

data describing the on-orbit thermal 

performance of the BEAM. The thermal 

performance for the packed and expanded 

(pre-IMV/WTS set-up) configurations is 

characterized from limited temperature 

readings that were available from the 

DDS and RTD; these sensors were 

installed to the BEAM aft bulkhead prior 

to launch. Next, the WTS data is used to 

characterize the thermal performance of 

the fully operational BEAM for the first 

seven months of the two-year mission. 

The data for both cases is then compared 

to results from date-specific (or as-flown) 

thermal analysis. The analysis is 

conducted with an integrated Thermal 

Desktop (TD) 6 model of the packed and 

expanded BEAM and the ISS (Figure 

3b&c, respectively). 

 

 

Figure 3.   Image depicts the Thermal Desktop model of (a) the ISS integrated with (b) the packed BEAM and 

(c) the expanded BEAM. 

II.  BEAM Thermal Design 

Unlike a conventional pressurized module where outfitting of the internal pressure shell with racks and other 

equipment obstructs ventilation and normally necessitates that the shell temperature be actively controlled with film 

heaters mounted to the shell in order to prevent condensation, BEAM thermal conditioning relies on unobstructed 

ventilation.  A conventional module may also have additional heat loss through the structural mounts between the 

internal shell and external debris shield.  The BEAM internal shell (air barrier) is surrounded by a debris protection 

assembly (DPA) made of various soft goods with additional multilayer insulation (MLI) covering the DPA and the 

bulkheads. The effective insulation performance of the DPA was also validated in a thermal vacuum test.  

Condensation prevention when exposed to ISS atmosphere humidity levels was a critical concern, and computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis was used to define credible convective heat transfer coefficients for the expected 

ventilation rates. 

 
Figure 2.   Image outlining the structural components of the BEAM. 
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III.  BEAM Thermal Performance: Pre-IMV Flow Activation 

The thermal performance of the BEAM, prior to IMV flow activation and WTS installation, is characterized for 

two configurations: (i) the BEAM berthed to the Node 3 aft port while in the packed configuration and (ii) the BEAM 

in the expanded configuration prior to enabling IMV flow. Although (i) and (ii) occurred prior to the first crew ingress, 

and subsequently the activation of IMV flow and the availability of WTS data, limited temperature readings from aft 

bulkhead DDS and RTD became available after the initial vestibule ingress on 05/25/2016 (GMT day 146). The 

minimum temperatures recorded during the DDS and RTD sampling for (i) and (ii) are recorded in Table 1. 

 

The aft bulkhead temperatures remained relatively warm (between 14.0 to 15.6 °C) with the BEAM in the packed 

configuration. This is most likely due to the additional insulation resistance afforded by the folded soft goods in 

combination with the high positive solar beta angle of the ISS orbit at the time of the readings (refer to Table 1); it is 

also expected that some conductive heating occurred through the CBM interface. The packing of the BEAM wall 

materials and the external multi-layer insulation (MLI) blanket resulted in a complex thermal resistance network that 

appeared to provide more than adequate passive thermal control of the BEAM prior to expansion. Aspects of this 

thermal network include: (i) MLI blanket effective emittance, (ii) the multiple folds of the materials and (iii) the 

vacuum environment. Following expansion, but prior to IMV flow activation, the aft bulkhead temperatures fell as 

low as 6.5 °C during the extended leak check. This is in part due to the downward shift in beta angle (Table 1) and the 

loss of the aforementioned additional insulation resistance. 

IV.  BEAM Thermal Performance: Post-IMV Flow Activation 

Following IMV flow activation, 16 WTS sensors were installed with tape, with 12 sensors placed radially along 

the BEAM air barrier, 2 sensors placed on the forward bulkhead and 2 sensors placed on the aft bulkhead (Figure 4). 

The WTS started recording the BEAM internal temperatures on 06/06/2016 (GMT day 158). Data is presented here 

for the first seven months of the BEAM mission. Although the mission is on-going, during the first seven months, the 

ISS orbited at solar beta angles ranging from -75.0° to +70.6°, allowing the BEAM to experience a full range of the 

expected thermal environments. 

 

 
Figure 4.   Locations of the 16 WTS sensors (a) BEAM aft bulkhead, (b) air barrier and (c) forward bulkhead.  

Table 1.  BEAM aft bulkhead temperature readings vs. solar beta angle for the initial  packed and expanded 

configurations (pre-IMV/WTS). 

Date GMT Action Configuration β (°) T (°C) 

05/25/2016 146 Initial Vestibule Ingress Packed 66.6 15.6 

05/26/2016 147 Initialize Expansion Process Packed 69.8 15.3 

05/27/2016 148 Continued Expansion Process Packed 72.1 14.0 

05/28/2016 149 Expansion Complete Expanded, No IMV 73.1 15.8 

05/29/2016 150 BEAM Extended Leak Check Expanded, No IMV 73.1 14.0 

05/30/2016 151 BEAM Extended Leak Check Expanded, No IMV 70.7 14.0 

05/31/2016 152 BEAM Extended Leak Check Expanded, No IMV 67.7 9.0 

06/01/2016 153 BEAM Extended Leak Check Expanded, No IMV 64.1 9.0 

06/06/2016 158 BEAM First Ingress Expanded, No IMV 41.9 6.5 
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WTS readings vs. solar beta angle vs. GMT are provided for all sensors (Figure 5), sensors on the air barrier 

(Figure 6), sensors on the forward bulkhead (Figure 7) and sensors on the aft bulkhead (Figure 8). In general, minimal 

orbital influence is observed on the WTS readings over the thermally moderate beta angle range (i.e. -45° to +45°); 

however, a few signatures are noteworthy. Pre-flight analysis demonstrated that higher positive beta angle ranges were 

the warmest for the BEAM and that low negative beta angles were the coldest. However, the WTS detect a noticeable 

cooling trend as the solar beta angle increases from 0° to 50° and conversely a heating trend as beta angle decreases 

from +50° to 0° (Figure 5a&c). Analysis confirms that this effect is due to the shading of the BEAM by the ISS port 

thermal radiator rotating joint (PTRRJ) when nominally parked at -40°. For high positive solar beta angle (> +50°), 

there is less shading from the parked PTRRJ and the BEAM warms significantly due to direct exposure to solar heating 

(Figure 3b). The largest temperature rise is seen at the WTS location on the port side of the forward bulkhead due to 

proximity to the BEAM tunnel adapter, where the aluminum FSE trunnion are located (Figure 5d). The FSE was used 

to secure the BEAM for launch and on-orbit transport. The trunnion have a low surface emittance which results in 

relatively high temperatures when exposed to direct solar heating (i.e. at solar beta angles > +50°). Cooling trends are 

detected with all WTS as expected for beta angle < -30° as the BEAM becomes fully shadowed by the ISS. This 

cooling is most noticeable on the approach to beta angle -75° at the end of 2016 (Figure 5e). Short term ISS maneuvers 

to support Soyuz docking events caused a few noticeable but insignificant WTS readings (annotated in Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5.   BEAM WTS temperatures vs. solar beta angle vs. date for all sensor locations.  

Although the WTS installed on the air barrier do not appear to be influenced by the moderate beta angle range 

(Figure 6), some warming and cooling trends, on the order of 1 to 2 °C, are observed for high positive and negative 

beta angles, respectively (Figures 6a&b). The somewhat minimal response of the air barrier WTS may be due to one 

or more of the following: (i) insulation due to DPA and MLI blanket, (ii) relative isolation of the air barrier from the 

DPA, and (iii) higher than expected convective heat transfer from the IMV flow. In all cases, the WTS as flown and 

predicted values, would be more strongly influenced by the air temperature, and related assessments are on-going. 

As mentioned, the WTS on the forward bulkhead have a noteworthy response to the high positive beta angles > 

+50° (Figure 5b and Figure 7a).  The forward bulkhead WTS also respond to the short-term ISS maneuvers in support 

of Soyuz docking as annotated with Figure 7b. 

The WTS on the aft bulkhead appear to have a direct response to the orbital period as shown with Figures 8a&b. 

This is most likely due to the additional heat leak caused by the two robotic grapple fixtures directly mounted to the 

aft bulkhead. The general thermal trend of the aft bulkhead with respect to beta angle is still under investigation. 
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Figure 6.   BEAM WTS temperatures vs. solar beta angle vs. date for the air barrier. 

Figure 7.   BEAM WTS data vs. solar beta angle, 2016 GMT 160 through GMT 340, forward bulkhead. 

 

 

 
Figure 8.   BEAM WTS data vs. solar beta angle, 2016 GMT 160 through GMT 340, aft bulkhead. 
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V.  Date-Specific Analysis 

The thermal performance for the packed and expanded (pre-IMV/WTS set-up) configurations, as characterized 

from the DDS and RTD (Table 1), is compared here to analysis. Although date-specific analysis was not conducted 

for this mission phase, preliminary analysis data sets, originally used for design requirements verification, were 

available. As was shown Table 1, RTD/DDS data ranged for 15.6 to 6.5 C to cover the period from initial vestibule 

ingress (packed BEAM) to the first ingress of the expanded BEAM. Corresponding analysis was 0 C initially for the 

packed configuration, warmed to 6 C with BEAM expansion, and then cooled to 0 C as the magnitude of the solar 

beta angle decreased, somewhat converging with the RTD/DDS data. The analysis predictions were significantly 

colder than the RTD/DDS readings in the packed configuration most likely due to the folded soft goods providing 

more insulation benefit than assumed in the analysis as described in Section III. 

Date-specific analysis is next conducted for the expanded, IMV flow enabled, configuration. First, the BEAM 

thermal performance is simulated for the beta angle shift from 0° to 70.6° occurring between 07/09/2016 and 

07/28/2016 (2016 GMT 191 to GMT 210) and second, the beta angle shift from 0° to -75.0° occurring between 

12/07/2016 and 12/25/2016 (2016 GMT 342 to GMT 360). The combined analysis results comprehensively describe 

the BEAM thermal performance for nearly all nominal thermal environments for the full solar beta angle range (-75° 

to +75°). The primary analysis parameters manipulated in the TD model, for this portion of the analysis, include the 

following: (i) the ISS flight attitude yaw, pitch and roll (YPR), (ii) the average ISS altitude, (iii) the ISS solar beta 

angle, (iv) the solar constant and planetary environment and (v) the internal ISS Node 3 cabin temperature, which 

supplies the IMV flow temperature. For the period of interest, the average daily ISS YPR is maintained at -4, -2, +1 

deg, with minimal long term deviation; however, the YPR does shift to +4, -2, +1 as solar beta angle approaches -75°. 

The average altitude of the ISS is 407.4 km (220 nm). The internal cabin temperature of Node 3 is maintained at a 

constant 22.6 °C (72.6 °F). For analysis, the beta angle progression is approximated by 5° increments for both the 0° 

to 70.6° and 0° to -75.0° periods. The planetary environment is estimated with a mean OLR and albedo (α) of 238.5 

W m-2 (75.6 BTU hr-1 ft-2) and 0.27, respectively. The solar constants used for the positive beta angle peak and negative 

beta angle peak analyses are 1324.9 W m-2 (420 BTU hr-1 ft-2) and 1410.1 W m-2 (447 BTU hr-1 ft-2), respectively. 

These parameters are summarized with Table 2. 

Table 2.   Date-specific analysis parameters.  

2016 GMT Day Beta Angle 

(°) 

Transient 

(hrs) 

Analysis Time 

(hrs) 

YPR 

(°) 

Solar Constant 

(W m-2) 

191 0 24 0-24 -4, -2 +1 1324.9 

192 5 24 24-48 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

193 10 24 48-72 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

194 15 24 72-96 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

195-196 20 48 96-144 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

197 25 24 144-168 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

198 30 24 168-192 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

199 35 24 192-216 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

200 40 24 216-240 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

201 45 24 240-264 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

202 50 24 264-288 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

203 55 24 288-312 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

204-205 60 48 312-360 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

206 65 24 360-384 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

207-210 70 72 384-456 -4, -2, +1 1324.9 

342 0 24 0-24 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

343 -5 24 24-48 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

344 -10 24 48-72 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

345-346 -15 48 72-120 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

347 -20 24 120-144 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

348 -25 24 144-168 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

349 -30 24 168-192 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

350 35 24 192-216 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

351 40 24 216-240 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

352 45 24 240-264 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

353 50 24 264-288 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

354 55 24 288-312 -4, 0, +1 1410.1 

355 -60 24 312-336 +4, -1, +1 1410.1 
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Other parameters of note include the IMV flow, which for the period of study was maintained above the nominal 

expected rate of 3.4 m3 min-1, ranging from 3.6 to 3.9 m3 min-1. The CFD analysis was based on 3.4 m3 min-1, and 

adjustment was not considered necessary at this time.  Also of note is the ISS atmosphere humidity levels (dew point), 

which generally ranged from 5.6 to 12.8 °C and averaged 9.4 °C for the period of study.  While the WTS readings 

showed ample margin for condensation prevention (i.e. BEAM internal surfaces well above dew point), this margin, 

on order of 5 °C based on the WTS readings, is of critical concern when addressing model comparisons to the WTS 

readings and any resulting uncertainty assessments, underscoring the importance of the date-specific (as-flown) 

analysis conditions. 

TD model nodes that correspond to the 16 WTS installation locations are plotted for comparison to the flight data. 

The primary observations are that the TD model maintains a strong agreement with the thermal profile recorded by 

the WTS, but that the TD model trends colder than the WTS on the order of 2 to 5 °C. While quite good by conventional 

thermal model validation standards and noteworthy for design verification, this is a potentially significant difference 

when considering the operational margin for condensation prevention. Figure 9 compares the date-specific analysis to 

the WTS data for the positive beta angle peak. The analysis reflects the cooling trend as the solar beta angle increases 

from 0° to 50° due to the shading of the BEAM by the ISS PTRRJ; the PTRRJ is nominally parked at -40°. The 

analysis is in agreement that for high positive solar beta angle (> +50°), there is less shading from the parked PTRRJ 

and the BEAM warms significantly due to direct exposure to solar heating. Figure 10 compares the date-specific 

analysis to the WTS data for the negative beta angle peak. The analysis is in agreement with the change in temperature 

profile due to the YPR shift from -4, 0, +1 to +4, -1, +1. Also, the model confirms that the coldest temperatures are 

experienced on the aft bulkhead sensors at the -75° beta angle. 

 

 

 

 
Figure  9.   Comparison of date-specific analysis to the WTS data for the shift from solar beta angle 0° to 70.6° 

that occurred between 2016 GMT day 192 and 210.  

356 -65 24 336-360 +4, -1, +1 1410.1 

357-358 -70 48 360-408 +4, -1, +1 1410.1 

359-360 -75 48 408-456 +4, -1, +1 1410.1 
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Figure  10.   Comparison of date-specific analysis to the WTS data for the shift from solar beta angle 0° to -75° 

that occurred between 2016 GMT day 342 and 360.  

VI.  Conclusion 

This study summarizes the initial on-orbit thermal performance of the BEAM in the packed and expanded 

configurations and also provides results from date-specific analysis. The methods used for the analysis and the strong 

trending with the flight data demonstrate effective techniques for thermal analysis of expandable habitats. As the 

current model tends to under predict the WTS readings, forward studies in support of model validation may include 

re-examination of the CFD analysis to assess potential under prediction of the convection coefficients, the MLI blanket 

performance, and relative isolation of the air barrier from the DPA. Data collected during the remainder of the two-

year mission, combined with data presented here, will provide valuable input for understanding the feasibility of 

utilizing expandable technology for long duration human space flight applications. 
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